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But first we 

need to… 



Observe 





See 

anythin
g? 



Ouch! 











































What am I  
doing here? 

What am I 
supposed to get out 

of this? 

What should I have for 
dinner tonight? 

Just what I need…
another boring lecture… 



drlou.ca/survey 



“…the dog bit my son in the 
face and he’s bleeding…” 

“…my grandma slipped on 
the ice and she can’t get 

up…” 
“…there’s been a terrible car 

crash and 3 people are trapped 
inside the burning vehicle…” 

“…I came home and my 16 year old 
daughter is on the floor not breathing and 
there’s a bunch of pills all over the place…” 

“…some boys have fallen 
through the ice into the 

river…” 

“911, what is your 

emergency?” 



Trauma 

Any injury or  
combination of 
injuries that threatens 
life or limb. 



What percentage of injury 
deaths occur at the scene 

or soon after? 



Injuries are 

very 

expensive. 





Green 

Blue 

Yellow 

Black 

Red 









In 

perspective… There are about 162 seats on a 737. 

You do the math. 



Technical Definition 

of Injury: 
  

“Any specific and identifiable 

bodily impairment or damage 

resulting from exposure to the 

transfer of energy,
 or the 

absence of oxygen an
d heat.” 



Intentional Unintentional Medical Errors 

Motor Vehicle Other 

Falls Poisonings 

Fires / Burns Drowning 

More 

specifically… 

Injury 



Intentional Unintentional Medical Errors 

Interpersonal Self-Directed 

Homicide Assaults Suicide Suicide attempts 

Spousal Violence Child Abuse 

Child Sex Abuse Sexual Assault 

Elder Abuse 

More 

specifically… 

Injury 



Society’s View of Injuries 
  

•  It was an “accident” 

•  It was a “freak accid
ent” 

•  He (she) lived a good life 

•  Their ticket was up 

•  What can you do? 

•  An act of God 

•  Being in the wrong place at the 
wrong 

time 
•  I never thought it coul

d happen to me 



Injury is a 

complex 

problem 



Safety Culture 



So, what does it take to g
et results? 

Source: JM Stewart 



my.injuryalberta.com

jeff.deroche@injuryalberta.com



What can the new standard
in online perception surveys

do for your organization?



Injury
Alberta

•  Online perception survey.
•  5 years in the making.
•  $600,000 in development.
•  Industry improving industry.
•  Groundbreaking.
•  Intuitive.
•  Informative.
•  Actionable.
•  Intelligent.
•  Industry-funded.
•  Rapid momentum: GoA, OH&S
•  Based at University of Alberta.

Injury Alberta | my.injuryalberta.com



Identifies 
10 Areas

1.  Job – Workplace Safety
2. Organizational Safety Practices
3. Safety Policies and Programs
4. Supervisor Safety Relations
5. Co-Worker Safety Relations
6. Personal Safety Motivation
7. Personal Safety Knowledge
8. Hazard Assessment: Barriers 

and Work Changes
9. Hazard Assessment: 

Participation
10. Conflict Resolution Identification

Injury Alberta | my.injuryalberta.com



Basic
Features

•  Free.  No cost surveys.
•  Anyone, anytime, anywhere. 
•  Anonymous, encrypted.
•  Immediate feedback.
•  Leading global research.
•  COR qualified.
•  Post-survey scorecard.
•  Employer (private) statistics.
•  Media-rich.
•  Industry configurable.
•  Worker profiles (optional).

Injury Alberta | my.injuryalberta.com



Enterprise
Features

•  Brandable, personalized.
•  Dashboards / analytics.
•  HSE management / audits.
•  Trending.
•  Benchmarking.
•  Event correlation and timeline.
•  Predictive analysis / trending.
•  Real-time notifications.
•  Custom campaigns.
•  Subcontractor involvement.
•  Pre-configured surveys.
•  Distributable survey links.
•  Manage company profile.
•  Multi-user.Injury Alberta | my.injuryalberta.com



Injury Alberta | my.injuryalberta.com

ACSA | Enbridge | Shell Canada | Chemco Electrical Contractors | Graham Construction
Construction Labour Relations – Alberta | Forbes Bros (RS Line) | JV Driver Projects

Industry leaders needed.

jeff.deroche@injuryalberta.com



Let’s talk 

about… 



Half of 

You. 





Brain’s ability to develop 

Spending on health, 
education and welfare 

See a 

problem with 

this? 



What makes us healthy
…or not? 

ü Genetics 

ü Gender 

ü Housing 

ü Education (literac
y) 

ü Income & social status 

ü Personal health p
ractices 

ü Resilience 

ü Nutrition 

 
 

ü Employment conditions 

ü Physical environm
ent 

ü Culture 

ü Child development 

ü Spirituality 

ü Safety 

ü Social support ne
tworks 

ü   Health Care System  

 
 



What do 

we all 

crave? 



Love
. 



Are You Happy? 

ü Ask yourself that and answer honestly 

ü  Truth be told, it may not get any better 

ü Unless you take action now! 

ü Delaying happiness does not work 

ü  Live each minute to its fullest 





What is happiness
? 

ü  50% is genetic – you either have it or you don’t 

ü  10% comes from wealth and education 

ü  40% come from volunteering and strong social support networks 



Cut truck off 



If you could fit the entire population of the world into a village consisting 
of 100 people, maintaining the proportions of all the people living on 
Earth, that village would consist of: 



60 Asians 
14 Africans 

12 Europeans 

8 Latin Americans 

4.5 Americans  
& .5 Canadians 

1 South Pacific 

If you could fit the entire population of the world into a village consisting 
of 100 people, maintaining the proportions of all the people living on 
Earth, that village would consist of: 



82 people  

living in 

poverty 

•  1 person owning a computer 

•  1 person with a university 

degree 

• 33 people without access 

to a safe water supply 

• 24 people with no 

electricity 

•  1 person dying of starvati
on 

 
 … leaving 50 more hungry 

If you could fit the entire population of the world into a village consisting 
of 100 people, maintaining the proportions of all the people living on 
Earth, that village would consist of: 



You should know how fortunate 
you are to be here, right now. Simply put, 



There was a time… 

when we were hunters and
 gatherers. 



Not so much, anymore. 



Why do folks like thes
e things? 



• Fatty foods → Obesity, diabetes, heart disease, injuries 
• Drugs → Overdoses, addictions, mental illness, crime, injuries 
• Alcohol → Cirrhosis, mental illness, violence, injuries, crime 
• Inactivity → Obesity, poor health, disability 
• Salt → Hypertension, cardiovascular problems 
• Sex → STD’s, unwanted pregnancy, Fetal Alcohol Syndrome, sexual assault • Smoking → Cancer, COPD, bronchitis, injuries  

Instant vs. 

Delayed 

Gratification 







Preventable 

deaths &  

Disability 

For those 1-19 years of age 
injuries exceed all other 
causes of death 
 

Close to 50% of all deaths  
are preventable. 

For those under 34 years of age, 
motor vehicle injuries are the 
leading cause of death 

For Canadians under 44 years 
of age injuries are the leading 
cause of death 





Of all ages, youth 15 to 19 years had the highest 
percentage of injury deaths with 78 percent 



What’s The Problem? 

ü  Yearly over 60,000 young workers injured 

ü Nearly 100 young workers a year die 

ü  15-24 year olds make up 20% of workforce 

ü  Yet account for 33% of fatalities 

ü  and 25% of all work related injuries 

 



Do not want to 

attract 

negative 

attention! 

Really need the 

money! 

Want to please 

their boss! 

Do not want to 

lose their job! 

Did not know 

their rights! 

Can’t happen to 

me! 



Teenage Brains 
 
Beautiful Brains 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Moody. Impulsive. Maddening. Why do 
teenagers act the way they do? Viewed 
through the eyes of evolution, their most 
exasperating traits may be the key to 
success as adults. 

By David Dobbs 
Photograph by Kitra Cahana 

Beautiful Brains 
October 2011 





Please do 
not forget 
Injuries to 

the disabled 



Fatigue 



Substance addiction 

or dependence 



Mental 

illness 



Brain 

health 



• Brain Disorders 
•  Depression is the leading cause of disability in the world 
•  8% of workers in Canada are on medications for mental illness 
•  21% of workers suffer a bout of mental illness •  40% of all short and long tern disability claims related to it 

•  60% drop in family income when a breadwinner diagnosed 
•  500,000 workers off sick each day in Canada as a result of mental illness 
•  $8.5 billion spent by employers and insurers each year as a result on long-term disability claims related to mental illness 

•  $9.3 billion annual cost of short-term leave •  $51 billion amount that mental illness costs the Canadian economy each year 

Bipolar  

Disorder 

Anxiety 

Disorder 

Depression 

Schizophrenia 



Fact: 
  

Suicide is the leading 

cause of injury death 

in Alberta. 



Fact: 
  

Alberta has the 

highest rate of 

family violence in 

Canada. 



Traffic 

injuries 



Traffic 

Collisions When health care costs, property losses and other 
factors are considered, the economic cost of traffic 
collisions to Canadians is as high as $25 billion annually.  



Besides Cellphone Use, What do You Think  
Distracts Drivers the Most? 

•  Car stereo / DVD / GIS 
•  Children or pets 
•  Conversations 
•  Driver fatigue 
•  Eating or drinking 
•  Being emotionally upset 
•  Personal grooming 
•  Rubbernecking 
•  Reading 
•  Smoking 
•  Drug / alcohol 
•  Sex 



POST-CRASH CARE

Formal, publicly available pre-hospital care system
National universal access number

Yes
Yes

DATA

Reported road traffic fatalities (2006)
2 889h  (68% males, 32% females) 

Reported non-fatal road traffic injuries (2006)
199 337i

Costing study available
Yes (deaths and injuries)

h Police data, defined as died within 30 days of the crash.  
i Police data.

CANADA
Population: 32 876 047

Income group: High

Gross national income per capita: $39 420

n/a Data not required/not applicable.

REGISTERED VEHICLES

20 065 000 total (2006)
Motorcars
Motorized 2- and 3-wheelers
Minibuses, vans, etc. (seating <20)
Trucks
Buses

52%
3%

43%
3%

<1%

INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK

Lead agency
Funded in national budget Yes

National road safety strategy
Measurable targets
Funded

Yes
Yes
Yes

a  With support and collaboration by the Canadian Council of Motor Transport Administrators and its members.

Road Safety Directorate, Transport Canadaa

NATIONAL LEGISLATION

Speed limits set nationally
Local authorities can set lower limits
Maximum limit urban roads
Enforcementb

No (subnationally)
Yes

up to 70 km/h
n/a

Drink–driving law
BAC limit – general population
BAC limit – young or novice drivers
Random breath testing and/or police
Road traffic deaths involving alcohol
Enforcementb

Yes
0.08 g/dl

0.0–0.04 g/dl
Yes

30%c

Motorcycle helmet law 
Applies to all riders
Helmet standards mandated
Helmet wearing rate
Enforcementb

No (subnational)
Yesd

Yesd

99%e

n/a

Seat-belt law
Applies to all occupants
Seat-belt wearing rate
Enforcementb

No (subnational)
Yesf

93% Front, 87% Rearg

n/a

Child restraints law
Enforcementb

No (subnational)
n/a

b Enforcement score represents consensus based on professional opinion of respondents, on a  
scale of 0 to 10 where 0 is not effective and 10 is highly effective.

c 2006, Coroners data compiled by Traffic Injury Research Foundation.     
d No national law, but all provinces and territories require motorcycle helmets for all riders and 

compliance with a national helmet standard.  
e 2006, Transport Canada’s National Traffic Collision Data file, rate among drivers and passengers 

involved in crashes occurring on public roads.  
f No national law, but all provinces and territories require the use of seat-belts by all vehicle occupants.
g 2006, Transport Canada, Average for Rural and Urban Roads Surveys.

Random breath testing and/or police checkpoints

4

VEHICLE STANDARDS

Car manufacturers required to adhere to standards on
Fuel consumption
Seat-belt installation for all seats

No
Yes

ROAD SAFETY AUDITS

Formal audits required for major new road construction projects     
Regular audits of existing road infrastructure

No
Yes

PROMOTING ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORT

National policies to promote walking or cycling     
National policies to promote public transportation

No (subnational)
No (subnational)

Other (1%)

DEATHS BY ROAD USER CATEGORY

Drivers 
4-wheelers 

(54%)

Pedestrians (13%)

Riders motorized 
2- or 3-wheelers 
(7%)

Passengers
4-wheelers (22%)

Cyclists (3%)

Source: Police-reported records of traffic collisions that occurred on public roads during 2006

Source: Vital Statistics compiled by Ministry of Health, Labor and Source: Country questionnaire

Data cleared by the Public Health Agency of Canada.

TRENDS IN ROAD TRAFFIC DEATHS
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Data cleared by the Swedish Road Administration.

SWEDEN
Population: 9 118 955 

Income group: High

Gross national income per capita: $46 060

DATA

Reported road traffic fatalities (2007)
471f  (75% males, 25% females)  

Reported non-fatal road traffic injuries (2006)
26 636g

Costing study available
Yes (deaths and injuries)

f Transport data, defined as died within 30 days of the crash.
g Police data.

INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK

Lead agency
Funded in national budget Yes

National road safety strategy
Measurable targets
Funded

Yes
Yes
Yes

Swedish Road Administration

POST-CRASH CARE

Formal, publicly available pre-hospital care system
National universal access number

Yes
Yes

REGISTERED VEHICLES

5 500 000 total (2007)
Motorcars
Motorized 2- and 3-wheelers
Trucks
Buses
Other

77%
8%
9%

<1%
6%

NATIONAL LEGISLATION

Speed limits set nationally
Local authorities can set lower limits
Maximum limit urban roads
Enforcementa

Yes
Yes

50 km/h

Drink–driving law
BAC limit – general population
BAC limit – young or novice drivers
Random breath testing and/or police
Road traffic deaths involving alcohol
Enforcementa

Yes
0.02 g/dl
0.02 g/dl

Yes
20%b

Motorcycle helmet law
Applies to all riders
Helmet standards mandated
Helmet wearing rate
Enforcementa

Yes
Yesc

Yes
95%d

 

Seat-belt law
Applies to all occupants
Seat-belt wearing rate
Enforcementa

Yes
Yes

96% Front, 90% Reare  

Child restraints law
Enforcementa

Yes

a Enforcement score represents consensus based on professional opinion of respondents, on a  
scale of 0 to 10 where 0 is not effective and 10 is highly effective. 

b 2006, Estimate based on autopsies of drivers killed in crashes.
c Some exceptions.
d 2007, Estimate provided by consensus group.
e 2006, Swedish Road and Transport Research Institute observational studies.

Random breath testing and/or police checkpoints

1

5
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2

VEHICLE STANDARDS

Car manufacturers required to adhere to standards on
Fuel consumption
Seat-belt installation for all seats

Yes
Yes

ROAD SAFETY AUDITS

Formal audits required for major new road construction projects     
Regular audits of existing road infrastructure

No
No

PROMOTING ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORT

National policies to promote walking or cycling     
National policies to promote public transportation

Yes
Yes
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DEATHS BY ROAD USER CATEGORY

Drivers 4-wheelers (47%)

Passengers 
4-wheelers (18%)

Source: Swedish Institute for Transport and Communication Analyses,
Road Traffic Injuries 2006 (Vägtrafikskador 2006)

Pedestrians (12%)

Cyclists (6%)

Riders motorized 
2- or 3-wheelers 
(16%)

Other (1%)

SWEDEN 

3.7 



Sweden Leads the World in Prevention 

In Sweden, for example, there are about 355 deaths per year – 
just 3.7 for every 100,000 people. What is even more impressive 
regarding the Scandinavian country’s automobile fatality rate, 
however, is that in 1997 the national government developed the 
most ambitious road safety strategy in the world, which aims to 
see traffic deaths and debilitating injuries in Sweden completely 
eliminated by the year 2050. 



Sweden 

98 



How Did Sweden Do It? 

99 



Safety Culture 



So, what does it take to g
et results? 

Source: JM Stewart 



12 Elements of a  
Positive Safety Culture   

1.    High levels of management safety concern, involvement and commitment 2.    Safety prioritized over profits and production 
3.    Good organizational learning 
4.    Frequent informal safety 

communication 
5.    Good job communication 
6.    Good plant design, working conditions and housekeeping 



12 Elements of a  
Positive Safety Culture   

7.   Confidence in safety rules, procedures and measures 
8.    Trust in workforce to manage risk 9.    Satisfaction with training 
10.    High levels of employee participation in safety 
11.    Acceptance of personal responsibility for safety 
12.   Willingness to speak up about safety 



Amoxicillin
 

1 gm tid po 

7 days 



 
1/3 used exactly as prescribed 

1/3 not filled at all 
 1/3 partially followed 

Amoxicillin
 

1 gm tid po 

7 days 



 
1/3 used exactly as expected 

1/3 not followed at all 
 1/3 partially followed 

Standard 

Operatin
g 

Procedure 



 
1/3 used exactly as expected 

1/3 not followed at all +  
1/3 partially followed 

These two are known as  
“Drift” – What is your company drift? 

Standard 

Operatin
g 

Procedure 





Challenger STS-51-L on January 28, 1986 11:39 EST 73 secs post launch 

O-Ring 



Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 
 Non-Compliance 

 
1.  Reward (Motivation) for 

the violator 
2.  Knowledge of the risk – 

but has a high 
probability of success 

3.  Absence of peer action 
or reaction 

Procedural UNINTENTIONAL  
non-compliance (PUNC) 

1.  Awareness failure 
1.  Unaware of SOP 
2.  Do not operate with any 

reference to it 

2.  Understanding failure 
1.  Different understanding  

of SOP and what it is 

Procedural INTENTIONAL 
non-compliance (PINC) 



Why PINC (Procedural Intentional Non-Compliance)? 
1.  “Can-do attitude” – Go big or go home! 
2.  Internal or external pressures (co-workers, customers) 
3.  No one gets hurt. 
4.  Made for dummies. 
5.  Built in safety margins. 
6.  Can do a better job. 
7.  Just to make the lawyers happy. 
8.  Don’t understand the SOP. 
9.  Do not appreciate the risks of non-compliance. 
10.  Underestimate the seriousness of an action. 
11.  Overestimating one’s ability. 
12.  Did it a million times before with no problems – normalizes. 
13.  Lack of peer pressure from supervisors or co-workers. 



A 2013 study demonstrated that 
PINC training significantly 
improved 6 of 12 intentional non-
compliance items identified in 
LOSA (Line Operations Safety 
Audit). 
 



Harold Summers – Director of Flight Operations 

“When individuals get in the habit of picking and 
choosing what rules, regulations and/or policies and 
procedures they are or are not going to follow, then 
there are no standards and the results are 
predictable and often catastrophic.” 



What Can You Do About PINC? 
•  Make sure policies do not encourage PINC 
•  Formal training of management and all personnel 
•  SOP clearly delineate company policies and 

procedures that are to be followed 
•  “Non-compliance” is simply not acceptable 
•  Professionals are expected to act like 

professionals 
•  If PINC go unnoticed or not challenged and 

corrected then they … 
•  May become the new SOP 



1 Accident

100 Near Hits

9,900 Errors
Bridges, William. (2012). Gains from Getting Near Misses Reports, 8th Global Congress 
on Process Safety, Houston. 



 
1.  No blame and no name. 
 
2.  A forfeit clause. 

3.  Mandatory report and response. 
 
4.  Real commitment. 
 



“Taxi to hold in 
position.” 

“Taxi to holding position.” 



Injury Prevention Strategies 

• Engineering 
• Enforcement 
• Economic 
• Education 
 



The BC Canada Smoke 
Alarm Movement 

 From Theory to Practice with a Data-
Driven, Targeted Approach to Fire 

Prevention 
 

Fire Chief Len Garis 
Adjunct Professor  

University of the Fraser Valley  
Affiliated Research Faculty     

John Jay College of Criminal Justice, New York 
  

119 



Death Rates Based on Status of Smoke Alarm 
2006-2014 

Source: Office of the Fire Commissioner accessed March 19, 2015 
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BC Residential Structure Fires - Death Rate per 1,000 Fires 
Comparing Working Smoke Alarms and Non-Working 

Smoke Alarms  

Working Smoke Alarms: Death Rate per 
1,000 Fires 

No Working Smoke Alarms:Death  Rate 
per 1,000 Fires 



Why Smoke Alarms Save Lives? 

•  BC: 11,096 residential structure fires – 170 deaths 

•  Deaths without functioning alarms (n = 135, 79%) 
–  16% were under the influence of drugs and/or alcohol 
–  24% were asleep 
–  19% did not act or received delayed warning 

•  Elevated risk 
•  Elderly – 32% deaths 65 yrs and over (compared to 15% of 

population) 
•  Very young 
•  Mentally/physically ill 
•  Economically disadvantaged 
•  Rural communities residents 

121 



Also Fewer Fire-Related Deaths/Injuries 

122 

24% increase 

71% decrease 

15% increase 



Summarizing for Smoke Alarms 

•  What we know 
–  Fire risk is non-random 
–  Functioning smoke alarms save lives 
–  Smoke alarms don’t work forever (ten years) 
–  Two-thirds of houses that catch fire don’t have 

working smoke alarms 

•  The 3 E’s of Injury Prevention 
–  Education, Environment, Enforcement 

•  Do what you can with what you’ve got 
–  Be Strategic, Targeted, Persistent 

•  There is no excuse for not doing something! 
123 



Three Collision 

Millisecond 

Concept 

First collision is the vehicle and an object (i.e. car 
hits tree) 
Second collision is 
occupant with object (i.e. 
skull hits the windshield) 
Third collision is organ 
within body (i.e. brain 
strikes skull) 



Speed: 

250 km/hr 

Traveling: 

227 ft/sec 

Reaction Time: 

1.6 secs 

Distance 

Traveled: 

363 feet. 



Looking for Solutions: Engineering 

•  Introducing the Haddon Matrix 

•  Divided injuries into three phases 
• Pre-event 
• Event 
• Post-event 



Human Vehicle/ 
Equipment 

Physical 
Environment 

Social/ 
Economic 

 

 

Pre-crash 

Poor vision or 
reaction time, 
alcohol, drugs, 
speeding, risk 
taking 

Failed brakes, 
lights not 
working, lack 
of warning 
systems 

Narrow 
shoulders, 
poor signal 
lights 

Cultural norms 
allowing DUI, 
red light 
running, 
speeding 

 

 

Crash 

Failure to wear 
seat belt 

Malfunctioning 
seat belts, 
poorly 
engineered air 
bags 

Poorly 
designed 
guardrails 

Lack of vehicle 
design 
regulation 

 

Post-crash 
Multiple co-
morbidities 

Poor fuel tank 
design 

Poor 
emergency 
communication 
systems 

Lack of support 
for EMS and 
trauma 
systems 

Haddon Matrix 



The Big Proven Live Savers 

•  Three Point Seat Belts, Child Restraints 
•  Air bags, Antilock Brakes, Electronic Stability Control 
•  Crumble zones in vehicles; roll over protection on tractors 
•  Road design 
•  Building codes and standards 
•  Sustained comprehensive traffic enforcement 
•  Smoke and CO detectors with audible alarms 
•  Helmets, breakaway bases 
•  Occupational Health & Safety Laws 
•  Gun control 
•  Medication packaging 
•  Flame retardant pajamas 
•  Acute care – pre-hospital, ER, OR, ICU, Trauma Wards 



www.cellphonefreedriving.com 

Cellphone  
Use is Very 
Addictive 

The Real Problem Actually Is  







What You Will Hopefully Learn Today….. 

•  No one can safely drive and use a cellphone – either hands 
free or hand held  

•  The desire to use the cellphone while driving is very powerful 
•  Cellphone use can be very compulsive or even addictive 
•  Receiving texts, emails and calls releases endorphins 
•  Our approach to enforcement needs to change 
•  Society has to accept the dangers involved and demand action 
•  New drivers should have no exemptions to cellphone use 
•  Enforcement needs to be sustained and fines severe 
•  Companies need strong enforced policy of no cellphone use 
•  Crashes need better investigations for evidence of phone use 
•  Explore call blocking or diverting technology in vehicles  



The Problem with Cellphones and Driving 

•  The risk of collisions increases 4 times both for hand-held and 
hands-free cellphone users 

•  Driver distraction / inattention due to cellphone use is 
responsible for 25% - 30% of police traffic crashes reported 

•  Cellphone use while driving is a major distraction 
•  Driving while on a cell phone is similar to driving while impaired 
•  7.5% of all roadway fatalities in France involve cellphones 
•  Texting doubles your chances of crashing 
•  Does not make a difference if hand held or hands free 



…merely telling people texting and driving 
is dangerous, and punishing them for doing 
it, might not be enough  

“The subjects pulled out their devices for 
very brief periods up to 60 times per day…  

One’s desire to reach for the phone might 
be rooted in complex emotions like 
loneliness and curiosity, for instance. 
Humans crave resolution, and 
smartphones offer it: It’s hard to resist 
seeing whether a crush has texted back, or 
a co-worker has sent a reply to a crucial e-
mail.  
 
By connecting us to everybody we know, 
all the time, smartphones present a novel 
way to scratch all kinds of itches.”  

Leon Neyfakh is the staff writer for Ideas. E-mail leon.neyfakh@globe.com  



Signs of Cellphone Addiction 

•  Do you panic when you’ve misplaced your phone? 
•  Are you on your phone during social situations or in the 

presence of family? 
•  Do you carry your smartphone everywhere, even to the 

bathroom? 
•  Do you go to sleep and wake up looking at your 

phone? 

Hilarie Cash, the founder of ReStart, an internet addiction recovery program in Fall City, Washington.  







•  Road traffic crashes kill 1.2 million people a year or an 
average of 3242 people every day. 

•  Road traffic crashes injure or disable between 20 million  
and 50 million people a year. 

•  Road traffic crashes rank as the 11th leading cause of death 
and account for 2.1% of all deaths globally. 

ROAD TRAFFIC INJURIES ARE A 
HUGE PUBLIC HEALTH PROBLEM 



Risky Business – Walking and Talking  
while on the Phone? 
•  People on cellphones not paying attention at intersections 
•  Men cross the street more slowly at intersections 
•  Women not only crossed the street slowly but are also less 

likely to even look at traffic or wait for cars to stop 
•  Text-messages require even more attention 
•  Same findings as research on driving and cellphone use 
•  Distraction is the key 



A Decrease in Brain Activation Associated with Driving When 
Listening to Someone Speak 
Marcel Adam Just, Timothy A. Keller, and Jacquelyn Cynkar 



1. Select the information the brain will 
attend to  
2. Process the information 
3. Encode, a stage that creates 
memory  
4. Store the information. 
5. Retrieve stored information 
6. Execute or act on the information. 

Multitasking is Highly Overrated 



Is Hands-Free Risk Free? 

Whether hand-held or hands-free, cellphone use while 
driving increase the risk of collisions 4 times 



Behavioral studies have shown that engaging in a secondary task, such as 
talking on a cellular telephone, disrupts driving performance. This study 
used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to investigate the 
impact of concurrent auditory language comprehension on the brain activity 
associated with a simulated driving task.  
 
Participants steered a vehicle along a curving virtual road, either 
undisturbed or while listening to spoken sentences that they judged as true 
or false. The dual task condition produced a significant deterioration in 
driving accuracy caused by the processing of the auditory sentences. At the 
same time, the parietal lobe activation associated with spatial processing in 
the undisturbed driving task decreased by 37% when participants 
concurrently listened to sentences.  
 
The findings show that language comprehension performed concurrently 
with driving draws mental resources away from the driving and produces 
deterioration in driving performance, even when it does not require holding 
or dialing a phone.  







The central findings were that 
the sentence listening task 
reliably degraded driving 

performance, and in addition, it 
resulted in decreases in 

activation in key regions that 
underpin the driving task.  



Risky Business – Walking and Talking while on 
the Phone? 
•  People on cellphones not paying attention at intersections 
•  Men cross the street more slowly at intersections 
•  Women not only crossed the street slowly but are also less 

likely to even look at traffic or wait for cars to stop 
•  Text-messages require even more attention 
•  Same findings as research on driving and cellphone use 
•  Distraction is the key 



Texting While Driving… 
► Decreases reaction 

time by 35% 
 
►  Increases the risk of 

drifting into another 
lane of traffic 

 
► Presents a greater 

collision risk than if 
you were at the legal 
limit of alcohol or 
under the influence of 
marijuana 

Reed, N. and R. Robbins. The effect of text messaging on driver behavior: a simulator study. Transport 
Research Laboratory, © 2008.  



Drivers using Cellphones Are as Bad as Drunk Drivers 
Utah Study 
A student talks on a hands-free cellphone while operating a 
PatrolSim driving simulator four times:  
• Once while undistracted 
• Once using a handheld cellphone 
• Once using a hands-free cellphone and  
• Once while intoxicated to the 0.08 percent blood-alcohol  
 

Both handheld and hands-free cellphones 
impaired driving, with no significant difference 
in the degree of impairment.         



Teens Behind the Wheel 
Allstate survey of American Youth 
 
► 83% of teens (90% of females) 

admit to talking on their  
 cellphone while driving 

 ►   Only 43% said they were confident in their driving 
ability while talking on a cellphone 

►   68% of teens (79% of females) admit to texting while  
driving 
 
►   Only 21% said they were confident in their driving 
ability while texting 
 
National Organization for Youth Safety. 2009 Teen Driving Survey Highlights. 
http://media.allstate.com/categories/7-news-release-archives/releases/4510-young-drivers-understand-risky 

 



Young novice drivers are three times as likely to be involved 
in a fatal motor vehicle crash due to: 

Inexperience 
Risk-Taking 

Behavior 
Risk 

Exposure 



Take Home Messages 

•  No one can drive and use a cellphone – either hands free or 
hand held safely 

•  The desire to use the cellphone while driving is very powerful 
•  Cellphone use can be very compulsive or even addictive 
•  Receiving texts, emails and calls releases endorphins 
•  Our approach to enforcement needs to change 
•  Society has to accept the dangers involved and demand action 
•  New drivers should have no exemptions 
•  Enforcement needs to be sustained and fines severe 
•  Companies needs enforced policy of no use 
•  Crashes need better investigations with evidence of phone use 
•  Explore call blocking or diverting technology in vehicles  



Evidence Data Recorders and  
Cellphone Phone Billing Record 



Use your cellphone while driving and…  

You’re fired! 



So, what do you think?   
Let me know at…  

www.DrLou.ca 
 


